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Survey of Rough and Fuzzy Hybridization
Pawan Lingras and Richard Jensen
Abstract— This paper provides a broad overview of logical
and black box approaches to fuzzy and rough hybridization.
The logical approaches include theoretical, supervised learning,
feature selection, and unsupervised learning. The black box
approaches consist of neural and evolutionary computing. Since
both theories originated in the expert system domain, there are
a number of research proposals that combine rough and fuzzy
concepts in supervised learning. However, continuing develop-
ments of rough and fuzzy extensions to clustering, neurocom-
puting, and genetic algorithms make hybrid approaches in these
areas a potentially rewarding research opportunity as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy set theory has entered the fifth decade of research
and development efforts [78]. Rough set theory celebrates
its twenty-fifth anniversary this year [51]. The two theories
complement each other and as such constitute important
components of soft computing. Researchers have explored a
variety of different ways in which these two theories interact
with each other. The origins of both theories were essentially
logical. Hence, much of the hybridization between fuzzy
and rough set theory is logically based. Moreover, rough set
theory was proposed for supervised learning. Therefore, there
is a significant body of work that combines supervised clas-
sification using fuzzy and rough set theory. This paper begins
with a review of fuzzy and rough hybridization in supervised
learning, information retrieval and feature selection.
Both fuzzy and rough set theories are now attracting at-
tention among researchers for a more flexible representation
of clusters. There are various extensions of fuzzy and rough
set theory for clustering. These include the fuzzy and rough
extensions of popular clustering algorithms including K-
means, Kohonen self-organizing maps, evolutionary unsuper-
vised learning, and support vector clustering. In addition to
a brief look at these extensions, this paper looks at attempts
to combine fuzzy and rough set theory in unsupervised
clustering. These research efforts include truly unsupervised
hybridizations as well as semi-supervised data mining tech-
niques that use the rule generation aspect of rough set theory.
The two theories have also made forays into black box
techniques such as neurocomputing and evolutionary com-
puting. The fuzzy and rough extensions of supervised and un-
supervised neural networks have been in existence for more
than a decade. Consequently, there has also been many fuzzy
and rough hybridized neurocomputing work. Moreover, some
innovative combinations of logical foundations of rough and
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fuzzy set theory have been integrated into neural networks.
The fuzzy and rough evolutionary computing is relatively
nascent. There are some examples of hybridization of fuzzy
and rough sets in evolutionary computing. In some cases,
the genetic algorithms are used to aid other hybridization
techniques such as rough-fuzzy neural networks.
Section II provides a review of the theoretical founda-
tions of fuzzy and rough hybridizations. The use of such
hybridization in supervised learning and information retrieval
is discussed in section III. Feature selection using the two
theories is reviewed in section IV. Section V discusses the
unsupervised learning based on combination of rough and
fuzzy set theories. Fuzzy and rough extensions of black box
approaches are discussed in section VI (neurocomputing) and
section VII (evolutionary algorithms). Section VIII summar-
izes and concludes this paper.
II. THEORETICAL HYBRIDIZATION
There have been two main lines of thought in the hybrid-
ization of fuzzy and rough sets, the constructive approach
and the axiomatic approach. A general framework for the
study of fuzzy-rough sets from both of these viewpoints is
presented in [77]. For the constructive approach, generalized
lower and upper approximations are defined based on fuzzy
relations. Initially, these were fuzzy similarity/equivalence
relations [17] but have since been extended to arbitrary fuzzy
relations [77]. The axiomatic approach is primarily for the
study of the mathematical properties of fuzzy-rough sets [72].
Here, various classes of fuzzy-rough approximation operators
are characterized by different sets of axioms that guarantee
the existence of types of fuzzy relations producing the same
operators.
Dubois and Prade defined the fuzzy P -lower and P -upper
approximations as follows [17]:
µPX(Fi) = inf
x
max{1− µFi(x), µX(x)} ∀i (1)
µPX(Fi) = sup
x
min{µFi(x), µX(x)} ∀i (2)
where Fi is a fuzzy equivalence class and X is the (fuzzy)
concept to be approximated. The tuple 〈PX,PX〉 is called
a fuzzy-rough set. Also defined in the literature are rough-
fuzzy sets [16], [63], which can be seen to be a particular case
of fuzzy-rough sets. A rough-fuzzy set is a generalization of
a rough set, derived from the approximation of a fuzzy set
in a crisp approximation space. In [76] it is argued that, to
be consistent, the approximation of a crisp set in a fuzzy
approximation space should be called a fuzzy-rough set, and
the approximation of a fuzzy set in a crisp approximation
space should be called a rough-fuzzy set, making the two
models complementary. In this framework, the approximation
of a fuzzy set in a fuzzy approximation space is considered to
be a more general model, unifying the two theories. However,
most researchers consider the traditional definition of fuzzy-
rough sets in [17] as standard. The specific use of min and
max operators in the definitions above is expanded in [57],
where a broad family of fuzzy-rough sets is constructed, each
member represented by a particular implicator and t-norm.
The properties of three well-known classes of implicators
(S-, R- and QL-implicators) are investigated. Further invest-
igations in this area can be found in [14], [64], [74], [77].
In [9], [45], an axiomatic approach is taken, but restricted
to fuzzy T-similarity relations (and hence fuzzy T-rough sets).
Wu et al. [71] investigated the properties of generalized
fuzzy-rough sets, defining a pair of dual generalized fuzzy
approximation operators based on arbitrary fuzzy relations.
The approach presented in [43] introduces definitions for
generalized fuzzy lower and upper approximation operators
determined by a residual implication. Assumptions are found
that allow a given fuzzy set-theoretic operator to represent a
lower or upper approximation from a fuzzy relation. Different
types of fuzzy relations produce different classes of fuzzy-
rough set algebras.
The work in [58] generalizes the fuzzy-rough set concept
through the use of residuated lattices. An arbitrary residuated
lattice is used as a basic algebraic structure, and several
classes of L-fuzzy-rough sets and their properties are invest-
igated. In [11], a complete completely distributive (CCD)
lattice is selected as the foundation for defining lower and
upper approximations in an attempt to provide a unified
framework for rough set generalizations. It is demonstrated
that the existing fuzzy-rough sets are special cases of the
approximations on a CCD lattice for T-similarity relations.
The relationships between fuzzy-rough set models and
fuzzy ([0,1]-) topologies on a finite universe have been
investigated. The first such research was reported in [9],
where it was proved that the lower and upper approxim-
ation operators were fuzzy interior and closure operators
respectively for fuzzy T-similarity relations. The work carried
out in [77] investigated this for arbitrary fuzzy relations. In
[56], [73] it was shown that a pair of dual fuzzy rough
approximation operators can induce a topological space if
and only if the fuzzy relation is reflexive and transitive.
The sufficient and necessary condition that a fuzzy interior
(closure) operator derived from a fuzzy topological space can
associate with a fuzzy reflexive and transitive relation such
that the induced fuzzy lower (upper) approximation operator
is the fuzzy interior (closure) operator is also examined.
In addition to the previous approaches to hybridization,
other generalizations are possible. One of the first attempts
at hybridizing the two theories is reported in [75], where
rough sets are expressed by a fuzzy membership function
to represent the negative, boundary and positive regions.
All objects in the positive region have a membership of
one and those belonging to the boundary region have a
membership of 0.5. Those that are contained in the negative
region (and therefore do not belong to the rough set) have
zero membership. In so doing, a rough set can be expressed
as a fuzzy set, with suitable modifications to the rough union
and intersection operators. In [46], a definition of fuzzy-
rough sets is given based on an algebraic approach to rough
sets proposed by Iwinski, where a rough set is defined as a
pair of subsets from a sub-Boolean algebra without reference
to the universe. The lower and upper bounds of an Iwinski
rough set are then fuzzified. As stated in [76], the precise
meaning of the upper and lower bounds may not be clear.
Another approach that blurs the distinction between rough
and fuzzy sets has been proposed in [53]. The research
was fuelled by the concern that a purely numeric fuzzy set
representation may be too precise; a concept is described
exactly once its membership function has been defined. It
seems as though excessive precision is required in order
to describe imprecise concepts. The solution proposed is
termed a shadowed set, which does not use exact membership
values but instead employs basic truth values and a zone
of uncertainty (the unit interval). This can be thought of
as an approximation of a fuzzy set or family of fuzzy sets
where elements may belong with certainty (membership of
1), possibility (unit interval) or not at all (membership of 0).
This can be seen to be analogous to the rough set definitions
for the positive, boundary and negative regions.
III. SUPERVISED LEARNING AND INFORMATION
RETRIEVAL
In [59] a fuzzy-rough nearest neighbor classification ap-
proach is presented that attempts to handle both fuzzy uncer-
tainty (caused by overlapping classes) and rough uncertainty
(through insufficient features). A fuzzy-rough ownership
function is constructed that attempts to incorporate these
two factors, and also allows a possibilistic class membership
assignment. All training patterns influence the ownership
function, and hence no decision is required as to the number
of neighbors to consider, although there are other parameters
that must be defined for its successful operation. It should be
noted that the algorithm does not use fuzzy lower or upper
approximations to determine class membership.
This work is extended in [67]. Here, the classification task
is divided into four stages. First, the fuzzy-rough ownership
is calculated (via a leave-one-out strategy) for each training
pattern in the dataset for all classes. This value indicates
the degree to which other patterns support each data item.
Next, the training set is filtered to eliminate inconsistencies
- where the highest fuzzy-rough ownership value for a data
item suggests a class other than the known class. Then,
representative points are selected from the processed training
set and fuzzy-rough ownership values updated based on
mountain clustering. Finally, test patterns are classified using
only the representative points determined previously, using
the fuzzy-rough algorithm in [59]. Bian and Mazlack [8]
incorporate rough uncertainty into the fuzzy K-NN classifier
through the use of fuzzy upper and lower approximations
as defined in [17]. The K nearest neighbors are used to
determine the membership degree of the test pattern to the
fuzzy lower and upper approximations for every class.
The induction of gradual decision rules, based on fuzzy-
rough hybridization, is given in [19], [20]. For this approach,
new definitions of fuzzy lower and upper approximations are
constructed that avoid the use of fuzzy logical connectives
altogether, and hence bypass this arbitrary choice. Decision
rules are induced from lower and upper approximations
defined for positive and negative relationships between cred-
ibility of premises and conclusions. In addition to this, a
new scheme of inference is proposed based on a generalized
fuzzy-rough modus ponens.
Fuzzy decision tree induction is an area of much interest,
due mainly to its ability to model vagueness, and seems a
logical area of application for fuzzy-rough sets. However
very little work has been carried out as yet. Initial research
is presented in [5] where a method for fuzzy decision tree
construction is given that employs the fuzzy-rough ownership
function from [59]. This is used to define both an index of
fuzzy-roughness and a measure of fuzzy-rough entropy as a
node splitting criterion. Traditionally, fuzzy entropy (or its
extension) has been used for this purpose. In [31], a fuzzy
decision tree algorithm is proposed, based on fuzzy ID3, that
incorporates the fuzzy-rough dependency function defined
in [29] as a splitting criterion. It is shown that the fuzzy-
rough method performs comparably to fuzzy ID3 for fuzzy
datasets, and better than it for crisp data. A fuzzy-rough rule
induction method is proposed in [23] for generating certain
and possible rulesets from hierarchical data.
Fuzzy-rough ownership is used to measure the average
ruggedness of data for time series in [60]. The rate of average
fuzzy-roughness change is examined when the resolution
of the time series is changed. By this method, a fractal
dimension that quantifies the regularity of the time series is
determined. The proposed dimension is relatively insensitive
to translation, scaling, noise and non-stationarity.
A characteristic of natural language is its inherent vague-
ness and uncertainty, and hence is an ideal area of application
for fuzzy-rough set hybrids. In [15], an approach to web
query expansion is proposed using fuzzy-rough set theory as
a framework for query refinement. A thesaurus for this task,
defining an approximation space, can be approximated from
the upper and the lower side. The use of fuzzy-rough sets is
motivated by the extra flexibility afforded by graded thesauri
and weighted queries - a thesaurus may be represented
as a fuzzy relation and the query as a fuzzy set. Query
expansion and refinement occurs through the use of fuzzy
lower approximations of fuzzy upper approximations of the
query itself. Automatic text summarization is a process which
condenses a source document into a much shorter text with
the aim of retaining its core content. The authors in [28]
propose a fuzzy-rough set aided summarization method to
extract key sentences from a text as a document summary.
Sentences are given a relevance ranking based on fuzzy-
rough approximations based on a fuzzy relevance clustering.
IV. FEATURE SELECTION
One of the primary and most successful applications of
crisp rough sets is to the area of feature selection. It is
natural, then, to apply its hybridization to this area [33].
Such work has been carried out in [29], [32], [61], where
a reduction method was proposed based on fuzzy extensions
to the positive region and dependency function based on
fuzzy lower approximations. A greedy hill-climber is used to
perform subset search, using the fuzzy dependency function
both for subset evaluation and as a stopping criterion. The
method was used successfully within a range of problem
domains, including web content classification and complex
system monitoring [32].
Optimizations are given in [6], [32] to improve the per-
formance of the method. In [7], a compact computational do-
main is proposed to reduce the computational effort required
to calculate fuzzy lower approximations for large datasets,
based on some of the properties of fuzzy connectives. Fuzzy
entropy is used in [41] to guide the search toward smaller
reducts. In [6], an alternative search algorithm is presented
that alleviates some of the problems encountered with a
greedy hill-climber approach. This problem is also tackled
in [30] via the use of a novel ant colony optimization-based
framework for feature selection. A genetic algorithm is used
in [81] for search based on the fuzzy dependency function
within a face recognition system with promising results.
The work in [65], [68] improves upon these developments
by formally defining relative reductions for fuzzy decision
systems. A discernibility matrix is constructed for the com-
putation of all such reductions. As the resulting discernibility
matrix is crisp, some information may have been lost in this
process. Additionally, there are complexity issues when com-
puting discernibility matrices for large datasets. However,
in the crisp rough set literature there have been methods
proposed that avoid this, and similar constructions may be
applicable here.
Feature selection algorithms, based on the generalization
of fuzzy approximation spaces to fuzzy probability approx-
imation spaces, are introduced in [26]. This is achieved
through the introduction of a probability distribution on
the universe. Information measures for fuzzy indiscernibility
relations are presented in [25] for the computation of feature
importance. Reducts are computed through the use of a
greedy selection algorithm.
V. UNSUPERVISED LEARNING AND CLUSTERING
Rough set theory has made substantial progress as a
classification tool in data mining [52]. The basic concept
of representing a set as lower and upper bounds can be
used in a broader context. Clustering in relation to rough
set theory is attracting increasing interest among researchers
[22], [54], [66]. One of the first proposals of unsupervised
learning in the context of rough set theory can be found in
1996 [35], where the concept of lower and upper bounds of
numeric ranges was used to create a rough Kohonen neural
network. A similar concept was also used for the clustering
of traffic patterns based on rough genetic algorithms [37].
These early proposals did not exploit the set theoretic concept
of lower and upper bounds. The rough set representation of
clusters can be found in [36], which described how a rough
set theoretic classification scheme can be represented using
a rough set genome. In subsequent publications [39], [38],
modifications of K-means and Kohonen Self-Organizing
Maps (SOM) were proposed to create intervals of clusters
based on rough set theory. Recently, [70] showed how K
nearest neighbour classification can be augmented with rule
induction. Asharaf, et al. [3] created rough boundaries around
irregular shaped clusters based on support vector clustering.
Unsupervised clustering based on fuzzy set theory can
be traced back more than twenty-five years to Bezdek’s
proposal of fuzzy c-means algorithm [4]. Hoppner et al. [24]
provide a comprehensive overview of fuzzy clustering. The
fuzzy clustering techniques discussed in their book include
the fuzzy c-means, the Gustafson-Kessel and the Gath-and-
Geva algorithm for classification problems. There have been
a few studies that compare, complement, and combine rough
and fuzzy set based clustering. Lingras [40] compared the
results of fuzzy clustering that included creation of rough set
representation of clusters using fuzzy memberships from the
fuzzy c-means algorithm. Asharaf and Murty [2] describe a
hybridized fuzzy-rough approach to clustering. Chimphlee, et
al. [12] described how feature selection based on independent
component analysis can be used for hybridized rough-fuzzy
clustering of web user sessions.
There are a number of approaches that combine the
traditional supervised classification from rough set theory
with unsupervised fuzzy clustering. For example, [80] use
a rough set-based fuzzy clustering algorithm in which the
objects of fuzzy clustering are initial clusters obtained in
terms of equivalence relations. The preponderance of many
small classes is countered through secondary clustering on
the basis of defining fuzzy similarity between two initial
clusters. Wang, et al. [69] integrated fuzzy clustering and
variable precision rough set theory. This approach was used
to effectively discover association rules in process planning.
Traditional hybridization of fuzzy and rough sets can also
be seen in [55], where a texture separation algorithm is
proposed to solve the problem of unsupervised boundary
localization in textured images using rough fuzzy sets and
hierarchical clustering. Pal [47] in a book chapter describes
how rough-fuzzy initialization can be used for clustering with
the example of multi-spectral image segmentation. In another
chapter in the same book, he describes how rough set-based
rule extraction can be combined with self-organizing maps.
VI. NEUROCOMPUTING
While most of the rough-fuzzy hybridization efforts are
focused on classification, such hybridization is finding in-
creasing popularity in neurocomputing. Use of rough set
theory in neurocomputing is relatively recent, when in 1996,
Lingras [34], [35] showed how upper and lower bounds of
ranges of numbers may be able to reduce training time and
improve prediction performance. Lingras [36] also showed
how rough neurons can be combined with neo-fuzzy neurons.
A slightly different knowledge-based approach can be
found in a book by Pal and Mitra [48] where they report the
usefulness of rough and fuzzy hybridization in knowledge-
based networks. Han et al. [21] used a combination of rough-
fuzzy neural computing for classifying faults in high voltage
power systems. They also showed how the combination of
rough and fuzzy sets compares favorably with fuzzy neural
computing. Pal et al. [49] used an innovative combination
of multiple technologies including rough sets, fuzzy sets,
neurocomputing, and genetic algorithms that provided accel-
erated training and a compact network suitable for generating
a minimum number of rules with high certainty values.
Zhang [79] combined the logical view of rough set theory
with fuzzy neurocomputing. Rough set theory was used to
reduce the rule set in the initial fuzzy system by eliminating
inconsistent and redundant rules. The resulting rule set is
used to create and train a simple fuzzy neural network. A
similar hybridization can also be found in [27], where particle
swarm optimization is used to refine network parameters.
The traditional rough set strength of rule set management
was combined with neuro-fuzzy systems by [1] for time
series prediction based on real world stock market data. The
proposed model creates rules with reasonable interpretability
and leads to higher yields. The use of upper and lower
bounds of numeric ranges is also shown to be effective
in classification of multi-spectral images in [42], where a
rough-fuzzy Hopfield net (RFHN) is proposed. The approach
used upper and lower bounds of gray levels captured from a
training vector in multi-spectral images instead of all the in-
formation in the image. The resulting RFHN reduces training
time due to use of 2/N pixels for an N-dimensional multi-
spectral image. The resulting classification is also shown to
be an improvement over the conventional approach. A similar
improvement in performance with the use of rough-fuzzy
neural networks over fuzzy neural networks was reported in
[18] for prediction of short-term electricity load forecasting.
They also used genetic algorithms for the selection of the
best set of inputs for the prediction. The application of rough-
fuzzy neurocomputing continues to diversify as indicated by
the rough-fuzzy neural network controller used by [10] for
waste water management.
VII. EVOLUTIONARY AND GENETIC ALGORITHMS
There is a fifteen year history of hybridization of fuzzy
and genetic algorithms (GAs). The first ten year history of
such hybridization is reported in [13]. Hybridization of GAs
with rough set theory was first based on lower and upper
bounds of numeric ranges in the form of rough genetic
algorithms in 1998 [37]. Another hybridization between GAs
and rough set theory used rough sets representation in the
genetic encoding [39] for creating rough set representations
of clusters. Mitra and Mitra [44] proposed a hybrid decision
support system for detecting the different stages of cervical
cancer. Hybridization included the evolution of knowledge-
based subnetwork modules with GAs using rough set theory
and the ID3 algorithm.
Genetic algorithms have been used with hybridized rough
and fuzzy neural research by a number of authors. For
example, [18] used GAs for selecting the best set of inputs
for rough-fuzzy neurocomputing. Similarly, [49] used GAs
in rough and fuzzy set based rule generation. These genetic
algorithms were not specifically extended based on either
rough or fuzzy set theory. One example of an extended
GA based on rough set theory combined with fuzzy set
theory can be found in [62]. The authors applied rough GAs
based on lower and upper bounds of numeric ranges to the
classification problem in an undetermined environment based
on a fuzzy distance function by calculating attribute weights.
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper reviewed fuzzy and rough hybridization efforts.
The review can be broadly categorized into logical and
black box approaches. The logical approaches can be further
subdivided into theoretical, supervised learning, feature se-
lection, and unsupervised learning. The black box approaches
consist of neural and evolutionary computing. There is signi-
ficant theoretical work on hybridization of fuzzy and rough
set theories, as well as its usage in classification and similar
supervised learning techniques. There is also an increasing
interest in extension of these two theories in unsupervised
clustering and in semi-supervised learning.
Neurocomputing extensions of fuzzy and rough set the-
ory have been in existence for more than a decade. The
hybridization of fuzzy and rough set theories can be seen
in the neurocomputing world at various levels. These two
theories not only provide different modeling of input and
output neurons, but are also used for introducing logical
reasoning in neural networks. While rough and fuzzy ex-
tensions of genetic algorithms are being proposed, the use
of hybridized rough and fuzzy sets in genetic computing is
relatively limited. However, a number of researchers have
used evolutionary computing in the more traditional logical
hybridization of these two theories. Since fuzzy and rough
set theory complement each other, one expects further work
in their hybridization in all of the areas discussed in this
paper.
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